work and computer simulations predict that the [ravel-time of acoustic signals is biased by the ocean internal wave field. The path integral theory for scattering predicts that the size of the travel-time bias depends m the logarithm of [he center frequency of the acoustic signal. A recent experiment, in which two acoustic signals with different center frequencies were transmitted simultaneously, makes it possible to measure the bias experimentally. Preliminary results sugges[ that the bias is about -100ms at a 5000km range, which is roughly sa large as expected.
RESULTS
The promise of the Acoustic Thermotne[ry of Ocean Climate (ATOC) project is that it will be able [o monitor ocean climate changes by measuring the travel-time of basin-scale acoustic transmissions. The system currently in place can sense changes in travel time on the scale of a few milliseconds per year on multi megameter path lengths. The absolute scale of the measurement is not as accurate as the relative measurement.
One effect of importance is the travel-time bias caused by internal waves. This bias is presumably not changing wi(h time and thus only affects the absolute measurements.
Several people have tried to quantify the bias through theoretical and computational work.w. The usual route followed in calculating the bias is through the path integral method. These results show that the bias is logarithmically proportional to the center frequency of the transmission, To date however, there has been no experimental measurement of the bias (one cannot simply turn off internal waves and measure the quiescent ocean), A recent experiment has been run ihough that allows the indirect estimate of the bias by using dual carrier frequencies. .,.
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